Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are materials with unique potential for photonic and optoelectronic applications. They offer well-defined tunable direct band gaps in a broad electromagnetic spectral range. The small optical path across them naturally limits the light−matter interactions of these two-dimensional (2-D) materials, due to their atomic thinness. Nanoscale plasmonic antennae offer a substantial increase of field strength over very short distances, comparable to the native thickness of the TMD. For instance, it has been demonstrated that plasmonic dimer antennae generate hot-spot field enhancements by orders of magnitude when an emitter is positioned exactly over the middle of their gap. However, 2-D materials cannot be grown or easily transferred, to reside midgap of the metallic dimer cavity. Hence, it is not plausible to simply take the peak intensity as the emission enhancement factor. Here we show that the emission enhancement generated in a 2-D TMD film by a monomer antenna cavity rivals that of dimer cavities at a reduced lithographic effort. We rationalize this finding by showing that the emission enhancement in dimer antennae depends not on the peak of the field enhancement at the center of the cavity but rather from the average field enhancement across a plane located beneath the optical cavity where the emitting 2-D film is present. We test multiple dimer and monomer antenna geometries and observe a representative 3-fold emission enhancement for both monomer and dimer cavities as compared to the intrinsic emission of chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-synthesized WS 2 flakes. This finding suggests facile control and enhancement of the photoluminescence yield of 2-D materials based on engineering of light−matter interactions that can serve as a testbed for their rapid and detailed optical characterization.
N anoscale on-chip light-emitting structures are desired for a broad range of applications including displays, sensors, and optical interconnects. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are two-dimensional (2-D) materials that show photoluminescence in the visible optical spectrum due to the emergence of a direct band gap at the K point in the Brillouin zone. They also offer the potential for high-quantum-yield emission and pure excitonic states. 1−4 TMDs are attractive materials for novel nanoscale optical emitters and optoelectronic devices. 5−11 The structural, chemical, and electronically similar monolayer semiconducting TMDs MoS 2 , MoSe 2 , WS 2 , and WSe 2 provide light emission in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions (1.1−2.0 eV). 1−4 The spatial confinement of carriers to a threeatom-thin physical plane and the weak dielectric screening in atomically thin materials lead to high oscillator strengths and strong Coulombic interactions between the excited electron− hole pairs. This results in strong binding energie,s allowing for observation of excitons at room temperature. 11−18 In addition to neutral excitons, charged trions can also be excited in the presence of residual excess charge carriers. These quasi particles consist either of two electrons and one hole (A − ) or one electron and two holes (A + ). Therefore, electrostatic gating modifies the spectral weight of charge-neutral excitonic species in TMDs. 14−17 Moreover, given the large binding energy of the excitons, the formation of states consisting of two excitons (biexciton) is possible in TMDs, whose photoluminescence (PL) emission is red-shifted due to the additional binding energy. 14, 18, 19 A drawback of using TMD materials for photonic and optoelectronic applications is the low modal overlap with any externally applied optical field because of the atomic thickness of the monolayer material and the fundamentally weak light− matter interaction of bosons with fermions. Different strategies to tailor light−matter interaction and enhance both absorption and emission of these materials have been developed such as resonant (cavity, surface-plasmon resonance) and nonresonant (waveguide dispersion, metamaterials, index tuning) systems and were utilized to achieve maximum light absorption and emission. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] 40 Plasmonic nanoantennae fall into the former category, and they can synergistically (a) increase the absorption cross-section, thereby enhancing the pump efficiency, (b) accelerate the internal emission rate via the Purcell effect through the nanoscale optical mode of the antenna, and (c) improve emission out-coupling to free space via impedance matching (transformer action). As such, optical antennae increase the excitation rate while simultaneously enhancing the local density of states (DOS) in the emission process, which modifies (here accelerates) the spontaneous emission rate known as the Purcell effect. 25 Hence, these optical antennae behave as electromagnetic cavities that strongly modify spontaneous emission of fluorescence in the spatial and spectral proximity. Plasmonic antennae are unique cavities; a good antenna has a low quality (Q)-factor and is, thus, an effective radiator. However, the light−matter interaction enhancement quantifier is proportional to the ratio of Q/V, where V is the optical mode volume. Given the possibility for subdiffraction-limited plasmonic optical mode volumes, the inherently low Q-factors ensure a decent antenna function, while high Purcell factors of ∼10's to 100's are obtainable. 27, 37, 38 Compared to photonic high-Q cavities, plasmonic antennae allow for simultaneous high absorption and PL emission, if quenching is prevented. Antenna-enhanced light emitters have short radiative lifetimes and can have a deep subwavelength optical mode, thus opening the possibility of creating ultrafast, nanoscale emitters. 26 Recently, multiple TMD−plasmonic hybrid nanostructures have been investigated. 27−35 However, a detailed study probing the actual origin of light emission enhancement in these hybrid nanostructures has not yet been reported. A common claim in previous studies is that the gap mode of the plasmonic dimer's field enhancement enables high Purcell factors. Plasmonic dimers, which are nanoscale structures consisting of two metallic nanoparticles separated by a small gap, support hybridized plasmon resonances because of the capacitive coupling between the plasmon modes of each nanoparticle. For a quantum emitter (e.g., <20 nm quantum dot) placed inside this gap, the coupling strongly localizes charges at the junction between the two nanoparticles, giving rise to large field enhancements at the center of the feed gap of the dimer antenna. However, for emitters that are not comparable in size to a quantum dot in all three dimensions, such as TMD films, the emitter must be offset from the antenna either below or on top of the antenna and, thus, is unable to take advantage of the highest electromagnetic field enhancement at the hot-spot. For TMD emitters with zero distance from the plasmonic antennae, the strong field gradients of the point dipole source can efficiently excite lossy multipolar modes of the antenna, which are mostly dark or weakly coupled to the radiation field and, therefore, convert the electromagnetic energy mostly into heat. 34 To prevent the emitter from being quenched (i.e., coupling to lossy plasmonic surface waves), the emitter should be separated from the metallic nanoparticle by a distance previously reported to be about ∼8 to 10 nm. 36−39 Before we fabricated TMD−nanocavity systems, we modeled a broad spectrum of dimer and monomer antenna configurations and find thatwithin the limitations imposed by the 2-D geometry of the film and the need for a separatorthe maximum field enhancement of a dimer antenna relative to a monomer disc is only about 2-fold. For such designs, we observe that the pertinent cavity field enhancement in the dimer case does not originate from the gap between the metal particles, but from each monomer disc. We then further compare the TMD emission enhancement of monomer vs dimer antennae relative to intrinsic PL emission. Our work uses WS 2 single-layer islands prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). CVD offers an, in principle, scalable source of TMD material for future technological implementation of this approach. 45 Prior work 27, 30, 33 on plasmonic antennae utilized material obtained through exfoliation. The CVD process is the preferred method for synthesizing TMD materials due to the pristine monolayer quality of the materials including a high level of process control as readily demonstrated by the semiconductor industry.
Although in atomically thin layered TMDs, atoms are confined in a plane, the electric field originating from dipole charges in the 2-D crystals has both in-plane and out-of-plane components. Moreover, the large surface to volume ratio in 2-D materials enhances the significance of surface interactions and charging effects. Thus, the dielectric permittivity mismatch between the 2-D semiconductor film, the surrounding environment, and an induced strain from capping material can intricately affect the electronic and optoelectronic properties of low-dimensional materials. 41 In this study, we demonstrate that spontaneous emission of an atomically thin WS 2 film coupled to four different plasmonic nanocavity designs can be substantially enhanced up to 3 times compared to the intrinsic emission of CVD-grown WS 2 flakes. We show that fluorescent enhancement of nanoantennacoupled 2-D materials unlike quantum dots is an areal average effect rather than a hot-spot-like effect and discuss how the Onand Off-resonance plasmonic of the TMD film's excitonic luminescence is susceptible to electric field intensity variations caused by surface plasmons.
Samples studied here consist of WS 2 monolayer flakes grown directly by CVD on 100 nm of thermal SiO 2 on a Si wafer. The bright-field microscopy image in Figure 1a shows the bare substrate appearing purple, the single-layer material as dark blue, and thicker material regions as lighter blue areas. To characterize our emitter material, micro-Raman, micro-PL, and differential reflectance spectra were taken on WS 2 flakes on a SiO 2 /Si substrate at room temperature. We confirm the thickness of the WS 2 material by the appropriate difference in the intensity of the interlayer phonon mode A 1g between material identified as multilayer and single-layer (Figure1b) as well as a corresponding difference in PL intensity. 42, 43 We further analyze the Raman signal by a multi-Lorentzian fitting of all recognizable features in both monolayer and few-layer WS 2 (Figure 1b ). The strongest peak at ∼354 cm −1 is attributed to the in-plane E 2g 1 and second-order vibrational mode 2LA(M), and the peak at ∼418 cm −1 to the out-of-plane vibrational mode A 1g (G). Raman modes derived from density functional theory (DFT) calculations confirm the Raman mode assignment (see Methods). The A 1g (G) mode blue shifts and its relative intensity to the in-plane vibrational mode component increases, with an increasing number of WS 2 layers. This is expected due to a stronger interlayer force caused by van der Waals interactions. 43 The emission spectrum of WS 2 shows a dependence on flake thickness: monolayer WS 2 flakes exhibit a drastically increased emission quantum efficiency, indicating the indirect-to-direct band-gap transition upon multilayer to monolayer scaling (Figure 1a ). 44 The PL emission spectrum of a monolayer WS 2 flake is dominated by the A exciton peak at 633 nm (∼1.96 eV) wavelength. After deposition of an Al 2 O 3 spacer layer, the PL emission spectrum of monolayer WS 2 slightly red-shifts from the pristine value of 633 nm (∼1.96 eV) to 637 nm (∼1.95 eV) (Supporting Information). We attribute this red-shift to a combination of strain imparted by the electron beam evaporation of Al 2 O 3 and weak electronic interaction with the Al 2 O 3 film. Following the deposition of the antennae, we find an enhancement of the PL emission of monolayer WS 2 flakes. The 75 nm dimer cavity exhibits the largest increase by a factor of 3.2 (2.7) in peak intensity (in integrated PL count) relative to emission of the reference sample (bare monolayer WS 2 flake) at the same excitation power density ( Figure 2 ). In contrast, monomer and dimer antennae with a radius of 200 nm do not substantially alter the PL peak or intensity of monolayer WS 2 . We note that some fluctuations of the enhancement values and spectral response shifts can be expected, because the optical properties of the WS 2 monolayer are strongly influenced by the nanoantenna surface plasmon that can alter the effective pumping of WS 2 , generation rate of electron−hole pairs, and quantum yield of the emitter system, discussed below.
When a quantum emitter interacts with the local fields of an optical antenna, the coupled system has a larger absorption cross-section compared to an isolated emitter, leading to an optical concentration effect that enhances the effective pump intensity. To reveal such far-field cold-cavity effect and to find the resonances for the monomer and dimer nanoantennae, we analytically describe their spectral scattering efficiency and absorption loss response by dividing both the absorption crosssection area and scattering cross-section area of each individual antenna by its geometrical area:
scat abs ext geo scat abs geo (1) where Q ext , Q scat , Q abs (C scat , C abs ) are extinction, scattering, and absorption efficiency (cross-section), respectively. C geo is the geometrical cross-section of the antenna, which depends on its radius. We note that Q abs is a parasitic part of the cold cavity and needs to be minimized, and it should not be evaluated as the emitter absorption where an enhancement is preferred as long as the system operates in the linear regime. The resonance wavelength and scattering cross-section of the monomer antenna are a function of the permittivity of the plasmonic material and the dimensions of the antenna. We have chosen gold for fabrication of our antennae due to its Drude-like response for wavelengths above 600 nm. Our modeling of the monomer antenna with a 75 nm radius reveals a scattering efficiency of about 1.8 and 6.3 at an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and emission wavelength of ∼640 nm, respectively, in which the emission of the WS 2 is in resonance with the resonance of the cavity (Figure 3b ). Since the monomer is electromagnetically a simple dipole under excitation, we observe the expected monotonic resonance redshift with increasing dimension of the monomer particle (dashed lines), while the discrepancy from a linear trend can be explained by dispersion. The spectral regions and antenna dimensions to avoid absorption losses are (a) near the blue frequencies in the visible and (b) small monomers (<75 nm) ( Figure 3a ). Further we find that the dimer antennae fall into two categories depending on whether the interparticle distances (i.e., gap) is positive (true dimer) or negative (lumped dimer) ( Figure 3c ). For the dimer antennae, the radius of each disc is kept at constant values of 75, 100, and 200 nm and the interparticle distance in between them is swept from negative to positive values, where the negative values of the gap represent overlapping dimer discs. Comparing the spectral resonances, we find that the lumped dimers effectively behave as monomers with a metal particle diameter about equal to the total length of the dimer (r dimer ≈ 2 × r monomer ) (black dashed line, Figure 3d ). Although the scattering efficiency of each dimer antenna is less than the scattering efficiency of its corresponding monomer antenna with the same radius, the scattering cross-section is larger (∼2×) relative to that of monomer antennae. As expected, the resonance for dimers with large positive gaps approaches that of the isolated monomer.
Moreover, the emission intensity profile of an emitter in an optical-cavity antenna is governed by 
where I out is the outgoing emission from the system, I pump is the effective incoming laser pump intensity onto the monolayer WS 2 emitter, η int is the internal photon generation process of the emitter equal to the spontaneous emission rate enhanced by the Purcell factor, and η oc is the out-coupling efficiency of emitted photons from the monolayer WS 2 via the cavity− antenna system into free space above the sample where the light is collected at the microscope objective, represented here as the quantum efficiency of the antenna. Regarding the internal photon generation enhancement process of the TMD−cavity system, we focus on the nearfield enhancement and Purcell product in eq 2. The overall fluorescence enhancement of monolayer WS 2 by the plasmonic optical antenna can be expressed as the product of excitation rate enhancement, the spontaneous emission probability enhancement (Purcell effect), and the outgoing portion of the spontaneous emission: 
where the "0" denotes the intrinsic value, γ em is the enhanced and intrinsic fluorescence rate, γ exc is the excitation rate at the excitation wavelength of 532 nm, and γ r is the radiative decay rate of the emitter at an emission wavelength of 640 nm. Since the emitter is excited optically, the excitation rate enhancement is then proportional to the ratio of the squared electric field of the emitter with the optical cavity and without the cavity (γ exc / γ exc 0 = |E| 2 /|E 0 | 2 ). It is tempting to consider the peak field enhancement of a dimer antenna as the anticipated enhancement of the emission. This is however not an accurate interpretation of the actual experiment; because the spot size of our pump laser is significantly larger than the physical area of the antennae, the excitation and hence the photon generation are not local, hot-spot-like effects, but rather originate from an average across the pump beam radius. In order to obtain (a) an accurate emission enhancement originating from a ∼0.8 μm large pump diameter and (b) a complete picture of the nature of the electric field enhancement distribution in the presence of either monomer or dimer antennae, we calculate the spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field profile at the location of the monolayer WS 2 and, for comparison, at the cross-section of the optical antenna for both the excitation and emission wavelengths ( Figure 4 ) (see Methods). The dimer metallic nanoparticles separated by a small gap (4 nm in Figure 4b ) support hybridized plasmon resonances because of the capacitive coupling between the plasmon modes of each nanoparticle. Thus, the often-cited high-peak-field enhancement (here 60×) is observed only if a few-atom small point emitter would be positioned precisely inside the gap center (Figure 4c ). Even if this is achieved (e.g., using dye molecules), the signal could not be collected from this hot-spot only, because even the highest resolution near-field light collector such as a NSOM averages its signal over an area of hundreds of square nanometers. 46 Since the 2-D TMD cannot be placed inside the gap nor right underneath the metal nanoparticle (to avoid quenching), the only logical position would be to place it below or above the antenna, separated by a thin spacer ( Figure  4a ). Thus, when we measure the field enhancement at the position of a TMD flake residing at an optimized length of 8 nm beneath the metal nanoparticle, the peak field enhancement is only 3.4-fold (Figure 4c ). We observe a similar trend for the 100 and 200 nm radius dimer antennae (Supporting Information). It is thus not plausible to simply take the peak intensity as the emission process enhancing value. One can conclude that for nonpoint emitters such as the 2-D WS 2 flake, it becomes necessary to define an averaged excitation field enhancement factor such as by integrating the emission over either the physical area of the antenna, (4) or, more accurately, over the pump beam area, where S is either the geometrical cross-section of the antenna or the area of the beam. The aforementioned peak intensity inside a small (4 nm) gap dimer of 60 drops to 1.5 (0.8) when averaged over the antenna (beam) area at the unphysical midgap dimer position. For the same antenna, the 3.4× enhancement at the TMD plane underneath the cavity drops to 1.9 (0.9) when averaged over the antenna (beam) (Figure 4c ). This shows that no actual excitation rate enhancement is expected for small-gap dimers when TMDs are sitting at a quenching-safe distance away from the antenna. Interestingly, when the gap is increased from 4 nm to 25 nm (as studied here), the average enhancement for the antenna (beam) increases by 21% (53%) compared to the narrower hot-spot gap dimer case. We also note that the monomer with the same radius offers the highest antenna and beam enhancement (Figure 4c , bottom left corner); with the simpler fabrication of monomers over dimers, these results suggest that monomers are equally well-performing to enhance 2D material PL.
A comparison of the far-field (scattering efficiency of disc antenna) and near-field spectra (electric field enhancement) of individual Au nanodiscs (Supporting Information) shows that the far-field scattering efficiency peaks at a larger nanoparticle size than the near-field intensity enhancement. Consequently, one should acknowledge that maximum scattering efficiency is not synonymous with highest near-field enhancement, as claimed also in previous studies. 47−49 Also, often in optics we seek the highest possible quality factor (Q factor) for the highest possible light−matter interaction; but in a highperforming antenna we seek the opposite because we desire radiation losses. 26, 49 Our theoretical near-field and far-field study reveals that the observed PL enhancement of monolayer WS 2 is due to localized electric field and local density of states at both excitation and emission wavelengths, enhancing both the excitation and emission rate (Figure 3, 4) . However, since the pump is Stokes-shifted from the emission, an antenna could be designed to enhance either process selectively, provided that the Q's are sufficient for this spectral filtering to occur.
The photon generation rate, here defined as the product between the quantum efficiency and the Purcell factor, is equal to the quantitative radiative decay rate enhancement (γ r /γ r 0 ) (Figure 5b,d) : where γ sp is the spontaneous emission rate of the emitter at an emission wavelength of ∼640 nm, F p is the Purcell factor, and QE is the quantum efficiency, defined as the portion of spontaneous emission coupled out of the cavity into the free space. We obtain this at the emission wavelength of the monolayer WS 2 (∼640 nm) positioned under a 75 nm radius monomer or dimer nanocavity compared to an as-grown WS 2 flake (Figure 5a ,b) (see Methods). The maximum attained generation rate for a dimer of 75 nm radius and 25 nm gap is ∼39 times, and the averaged value over the area underneath the geometrical cross-section of the dimer antenna is about ∼10 times the intrinsic radiative rate (Figure 5d ). The QE of the fluorescence process is estimated by the ratio of the radiated power measured in the far-field to the total power injected by the emitter (Figure 5a 
However, the decay rate of the excitons to nonradiative channels (γ nr ) such as phonons is not an EM process and is not captured in our finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation; hence, it is taken as zero. In this approximation, the average QE of the emitter sitting below the dimer cavity is ∼39%.
On the basis of these numerical estimates, we expect PL enhancement over the beam spot (geometrical cross-section) for the 75 nm radius monomer and dimer antenna cavities to be 2.1 (30.0)-and 3.8 (23.0)-fold, respectively. Note the ∼10× reduction as a consequence of the mismatch between beam and optimized antenna size. In order to compare our measurements to the modeling, we fit the experimental beam intensity profile to a Gaussian function and take the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) as the beam spot size (Figure 2c ). These experimental results corroborate our computational expectations, but show slightly lower values. Another common way of expressing experimental results is to define the normalized experimental enhancement factor (⟨EF exp ⟩) as 27 = I I S S EF / exp cav 0 cav 0 (7) where S cav is the area of a cavity, S 0 is the area of the Gaussian excitation beam, I cav is the PL intensity from the cavity, and I 0 is the PL intensity from the as-grown WS 2 flake, resulting in an ⟨EF exp ⟩ of 50.9-and 39.7-fold. This evaluation leads to an overestimation of the local enhancement within the cavity from our experimental result, because per our simulation the electric field intensity and Purcell factor distribution directly under the nanoantenna are significantly larger than the area around the antenna S cav . Consequently, our findings point to the need for an evaluation of the field enhancement over a much larger area than S cav in order to deduce realistic material properties from the cavity experiments. The shape of the PL spectrum in the cavity is conceptually similar to that of the control sample. However, we observe a spectral narrowing in fwhm value from 16.7 nm to 15.7, 13.5, and 14.6 nm for the cases of the 75 nm radius monomer disc antenna and the 75 and 100 nm radii dimer antennae, respectively. We note that these effects are not sustained for the PL spectrum of the 200 nm radius dimer antenna, for which we observe a red-shift by 3.5 nm (relative to the intrinsic emission spectrum of as-grown WS 2 flakes) and a band broadening to 21.8 nm. We attribute this observation to convolution of the PL emission spectrum of monolayer WS 2 with the fundamental resonance of the 200 nm dimer cavity (Supporting Information). Supporting modeling indicates narrowing of the emission spectrum with the dot radius, so that for the cases of the 75 and 100 nm radii dimers the resonance condition affects narrowing and not broadening of the WS 2 emission peak. This results in a higher quality factor and sharper spectral response (Supporting Information), in line with a prediction based on Wheeler's limit. 50 Our experimental findings highlight that the quality factor of nanoantennae increases as the dimensions of the disc decrease.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that optical nanoantennae can be used to control the emitting properties of monolayer TMDs. This control was achieved using two types of metallic cavities (monomer vs dimer) at four different sizes. These emission dynamics were also supported by numerical calculations. In particular, we have demonstrated the fluorescent enhancement of 2-D materials, and unlike quantum dots there is an areal average effect that has to be taken into account. We have also observed band narrowing of the emission response when the resonance of the cavity corresponds to the emission wavelength of monolayer WS 2 . Both monomer and dimer nanoantenna architectures are scalable to emission resonances of other members of the TMD family as well including MoTe 2 , which emits at a telecommunication wavelength in the near-infrared. The demonstrated nanoantenna-controlled emission from a monolayer WS 2 flake could open a pathway to visible light sources based on lithographically fabricated nanoantennae supporting a variety of optoelectronic applications. 51−56 ■ METHODS Growth Method. Single-and multilayer tungsten disulfide (WS 2 ) was grown via ambient-pressure chemical vapor deposition utilizing a tube furnace. The process is a variation of our previously published work on transition metal dichalcogenide materials. 57−59 The reagents were ammonia meta tungstate (AMT) and elemental sulfur. The process starts by spin-coating a 3.1 mmol aqueous solution of AMT onto a SiO 2 /Si substrate. The resultant residue serves as the tungsten source for our CVD growth. We place a target substrate directly face-down onto this source substrate and insert this stack into the growth region at the center of the process tube in our tube furnace. An alumina boat containing elemental sulfur is placed inside the process tube far enough upstream of the furnace heating coil so that it just fully melts when the furnace center reaches the peak growth temperature of 850°C.
The temperature ramp for WS 2 growth commences after a nitrogen purge of the process tube for 15 min at 5 scfh. After that we ramp the furnace to 500°C to decompose the AMT into tungsten trioxide, releasing water and ammonia vapor. After 20 min the reaction is complete, and we ramp up to the growth temperature of 850°C and remain there for 15 min. Subsequently, the furnace is allowed to cool naturally to 200°C before the process tube is opened to air and the target substrate retrieved.
Fabrication Method. After WS 2 films were deposited, a ∼8 nm layer of aluminum oxide (Al 2 O 3 ) was deposited onto the sample as a spacer between the emitter and the plasmonic antennae. Next, we fabricated monomer and dimer optical disk antennae, varying the diameters and gaps, onto the large-area WS 2 film using electron beam lithography. We then followed with gold deposition using electron beam evaporation. Finally the gold film is lifted off using a PG remover. Lithographical fabrication of the antennae allows for control over dimensions and position of particles, permitting us to tune the plasmonic resonance of each antenna element. The nanoantenna were arranged at a center-to-center distance of 4 μm to prevent interference of absorption cross-sections of individual antennae (Supporting Information).
Raman and Photoluminescence Spectroscopy. Raman and PL spectroscopy were performed using a custom-built spectrometer equipped with a 532 nm excitation laser and a CCD detector (Supporting Information). The nonlinear emission spectra were acquired in reflection geometry to a spectrometer including a 532 nm notch filter to reject the pump wavelengths. The spectrometer acquisition parameters were held constant and set to ensure high signal-to-noise ratio for the weakest signal. All measurements were performed in air at ∼25°C and atmospheric pressure. Reflectance Spectroscopy. Reflectance measurements were performed using a 20 W halogen light source by measuring the difference in reflected intensity from the WS 2 / SiO 2 and bare silicon wafer substrate and normalizing this to the substrate-reflected intensity. For optical microscopy, we used white light and a 100× objective lens.
FDTD Calculation Method. Reflectance, in-plane and outof-plane electric field intensities, Purcell factor, scattering, and absorption spectra were calculated. Optical constants of WS 2 were obtained from Liu et al. 60 The refractive indexes of silica, silicon, alumina, and gold were used directly from Palik as well as Johnson and Christy. 61, 62 
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We used the Lumerical three-dimensional FDTD solver for all Maxwell equation calculations. For scattering effect calculations, we employed a total field scattered field (TFSF) method. The plane wave was launched normally from the top of monomer or dimer antennae. Two (virtual) power-flow monitors (six detectors each) were positioned inside and outside the TFSF source, surrounding the antenna, to measure the absorption and scattering cross sections, in order. The power flow analysis calculates the net absorbed power and scattered power from the particle. For Purcell factor calculations, a dipole source was used (Supporting Information). In all other problems, a normal incident broadband plane wave was implemented. To ensure that scattered light does not return to the simulation region, a perfect matching layer was applied as boundary condition in all directions.
For Purcell factor and quantum efficiency calculations, we sampled the plane at the level of the 2-D TMD sheet with a dipole source. We calculated the radiated power by a set of (virtual) field power monitors as one transmission box surrounding only the dipole source and another transmission box far away from the source but surrounding both the emitter and cavity. The expression deployed in this method to evaluate the Purcell factor is F p = emitted-power (f)/source-power (f), where f is the optical frequency. The source-power returns the power that the dipole would radiate in a homogeneous material. The emitted-power is the power transmitted out of a boxed area surrounding the dipole source due to the dispersive materials used in the cavity.
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